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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel technique to search for

hardware architectures of accelerators optimized for end-to-

end training of deep neural networks (DNNs). Our approach

addresses both single-device and distributed pipeline and

tensor model parallel scenarios, latter being addressed for

the first time. The search optimized accelerators for training

relevant metrics such as throughput/TDP under a fixed area

and power constraints. However, with the proliferation of

specialized architectures and complex distributed training

mechanisms, the design space exploration of hardware ac-

celerators is very large. Prior work in this space has tried to

tackle this by reducing the search space to either a single

accelerator execution that too only for inference, or tuning

the architecture for specific layers (e.g., convolution). In-

stead, we take a unique heuristic-based critical path based

approach to determine the best use of available resources

(power and area) either for a set of DNN workloads or each

workload individually. To ensure scalability to for distributed

training, we decompose the problem into smaller tasks. First,

we perform local search to determine the architecture for

each pipeline and tensor model stage. Specifically, the sys-

tem iteratively generates architectural configurations and

tunes the design using a novel heuristic-based approach that

prioritizes accelerator resources and scheduling to critical

operators in a machine learning workload. Second, to ad-

dress the complexities of distributed training, the local search

selects multiple (k) designs per stage. A global search then

identifies an accelerator from the top-k sets to optimize train-

ing throughput across the stages. We evaluate this work on

11 different DNN models. Compared to a recent inference-

only work Spotlight, our method converges to a design in,

on average, 31× less time and offers 12× higher throughput.

Moreover, designs generated using our method achieve 12%

throughput improvement over TPU architecture.

1 Introduction
Special-purpose hardware is well-suited for deep learning

models due to their predictable memory accesses and readily

parallelizable dataflow patterns [1–6]. As the models become

bigger, training them on a single accelerator is infeasible

due to their large memory footprint [7–9]. This mandates

pipeline parallel and/or tensor model parallel training that

splits the model across multiple devices [10–14]. However, a

general scalable approach to determine the optimal solution

for the combined exploration of accelerator architecture and

operator execution schedule, in the context of distributed
training of deep learning models, is an important yet open

problem.

Prior works in this area have primarily focused on devis-

ing solutions for accelerators targeting inference [15, 16].

Some studies scope the architecture search only for matrix

multiplication-based operations [17–19]. However, training

presents unique challenges compared to inference: the exe-

cution graph for training is much larger, it requires greater

computational intensity due to the additional backward pass,

optimizer, and loss function, and intermediate activations

are either stashed or recomputed between forward and back-

ward passes, resulting in a larger memory footprint. Fur-

thermore, all established pipeline parallel training schemes

mandate that backward pass operators be placed and exe-

cuted on the same device as the forward pass to minimize

weight movement across accelerators [10–12, 20]. As such,

the sheer complexity of the search space not only increases

due to training, but it also requires co-optimization across

forward and backward pass operators and is further com-

pounded by distributed execution. To tackle the challenge

of architecture search in the context of distributed DNN

training, we design WHAM. It answers the following research

questions:

1. Individual accelerator design optimization: What

is the optimal architecture, given a specific DNN, un-

der certain area and power constraints while maximiz-

ing end-to-end training metrics? Additionally, given

a set of DNN workloads, can we identify a common

architecture that performs well across all of them?

How do algorithmically generated architectures by

WHAM compare to previous training accelerators?
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2. Global optimization for accelerators in dis-
tributed training: What is the ideal accelerator de-

sign for a given set of workloads executing pipeline

and/or tensor model parallel training? Are heteroge-

neous designs obtained by tuning individual accelera-

tors in each stage better than a homogeneous pipeline?

To address these questions, WHAM leverages the insight

that accelerator vendors have converged on offering spe-

cialized processors, such as tensor and vector cores, that

serve a wide range of common DNN operators [3, 21–24].

Tensor cores execute matrix multiplication-based operations,

whereas vector cores execute activation and element-wise

operators. In WHAM, each operator in the DNN graph executes

on a single computation core. As a result, WHAM employs a

tunable architectural template to define the scope of its de-

sign space exploration. The problem of tuning the hardware

architecture boils down to determining the number of tensor

and vector cores, their dimensionality, and on-chip buffer

sizes. However, even with a template with only tensor core

(maximum size 16 × 16 and maximum quantity 1), the search

space for a MobileNet_v2 inference accelerator is on the or-

der of 𝑂 (1072) [25]. This complexity for training increases

to 𝑂 (10216) that includes exploring the tensor core dimen-

sions, L1 register file size, global buffer size, and dataflow of

operators [17].

Thus, to tackle the scale of accelerator architecture search

for distributed training, WHAM breaks down the problem into

manageable sub-problems. First, WHAM uses existing tech-

niques to partition a model into stages, where each stage is

split based on tensor model and/or pipeline parallel, then

uses its novel search mechanism to find multiple suitable

architectures for each stage in isolation. Second, to opti-

mize end-to-end training-relevant metrics like throughput

or Perf/TDP, WHAM does not simply select the best accelerator

across each stage. Instead, it employs the top-k designs for

each stage to search for a globally optimized pipeline.

Training is considerably more complex than inference,

even for a single accelerator in a stage. For every acceler-

ator architecture search, WHAM performs a novel heuristic-

based search that prioritizes resources and scheduling for

throughput-critical operators. A critical-path analysis offers

a bound on the number of tensor and vector core, but this

constraint does not affect output quality, as it corresponds to

the model’s parallelizability limit. To avoid iterating through

all possible options, WHAM strategically trims the search space

at every step by eliminating numerous tensor and vector core

dimensions based on the feedback from previously explored

options. Overall, with a critical-path-based algorithmic ap-

proach and configuration pruning, WHAM can reduce the Mo-

bileNet_v2 search space to 𝑂 (1014), a significant reduction
compared to black-box approaches.
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Figure 1. Design space exploration with WHAM.

WHAM’s design space exploration for Inception_v3 and Bert-
Large, executed on a single accelerator, is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. The figure includes a comparison against designs

by previous search approaches and a hand-optimized de-

sign [26]. With throughput as a metric, WHAM converges on
a design that maximizes this metric. With Perf/TDP as the

metric, WHAM maximizes Perf/TDP while maintaining a min-

imum throughput. Previous work, such as Confuciux and

Spotlight, focus solely on inference, thus searches for accel-

erators based only on the forward pass requirements [17, 19].

As the figure demonstrates, inference designs are unsuitable

for training. The metric of interest varies, the compute re-

quirements for the backward pass differ, and the stashing of

intermediate activations is not accounted for.

We evaluate WHAM using ten models spanning image clas-

sification, translation, and language models. For individual

accelerator search, on average, the generated designs per

workload, provide 20× and 12× higher training throughput

against ConfuciuX and Spotlight suggested designs while

taking 174× and 31× less time to converge, respectively.

When optimizing an accelerator for a set of DNNs, WHAM’s
common design yields 2× and 12% better throughput than

hand-optimized designs like NVDLA and TPUv2, respec-

tively. WHAM’s top-k based global architecture for distributed

training with a pipeline depth of 32, the resulting design

optimized per model offers 22% higher throughput and 8.1×
better Perf/TDP compared to the TPUv2 accelerator.

2 Background
WHAM addresses an important yet open question: How to op-

timize the accelerator architecture and their corresponding

runtime operator schedules for distributed training of large

deep learning models? This section provides an overview of

training, focusing on the challenges it poses for architecture

search. We also outline several established strategies used to

facilitate distributed and memory-efficient execution, which,

in turn, complicates the search process further.

2.1 Architecture Search for Training vs Inference
The training graph comprises three broad passes - forward,

backward, and parameter update. Unlike inference, training

stashes activations in the forward pass for consumption dur-

ing the backward pass. Intermediate activations are stored in
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Table 1. Scope of prior works and WHAM

Works Search Support and Operators Search Technique
FAST [15] Inference (Tensor + Vector Operators) Black-box (Vizier)

ConfuciuX [17] Inference (Tensor Operators) RL and Genetic Algorithm

HASCO [18] Inference (Tensor Operators) Multi-objective Bayesian Optimization

PRIME [16] Inference (Tensor + Vector Operators) Machine Learning-based Surrogate

Spotlight [19] Inference (Tensor Operators) Domian Aware Bayesian Optimization

WHAM Training/Inference (Tensor + Vector) Critical-path-based Heuristics and ILP

the memory and fetched during the backward pass for loss

gradient calculation. Thus, intermediate activations have a

shorter lifespan in inference, lasting until the next consum-

ing operation. In contrast, they persist for a relatively longer

duration in training until the execution of the corresponding

operator’s backward pass.

Previous research in architecture search has primarily fo-

cused on inference-only accelerators, which do not account

for training passes or consider the memory needed for stor-

ing activations [15, 16]. Other studies have mainly optimized

within matrix multiplication-based Convolution and GEMM

operations, neglecting other operations [17, 27–29]. How-

ever, pointwise vector and non-linear operations cannot be

ignored when evaluating end-to-end training, as they can

contribute significantly to the total training time. For exam-

ple, Softmax execution time in BERT [9]scales quadratically

with increasing sequence length and can take up to 30% of

total training time on a TPU architecture [24]. Moreover,

previous approaches to architecture search are computation-

ally expensive as they rely on black-box optimizations [30],

Bayesian optimization [18, 19], evolutionary [31], model-

based learning (MBO) [32] or machine learning based tech-

niques [16], as shown in Table 1. These methods search

through and evaluate a large number of configurations to

select the best option, albeit only for inference. WHAM instead

accounts for the entire training graph, both tensor and vec-

tor operations, co-locates forward, corresponding backward

and optimizer nodes on the same accelerator, and optimizes

across them.

2.2 Distributed Training
For training, different degrees of parallelism can be employed.

Data parallel training is a common strategy where model

replicas are executed on multiple devices [33]. While effec-

tive in accelerating the training of many models, the recent

trend of growing model sizes necessitates splitting the model

across devices. This requires other parallelization schemes

such as pipeline- and model-parallel training. Pipeline par-

allel training is an established method for dividing a model

across a pipeline of stages, alleviating memory capacity

requirements while maintaining training fidelity. Various

pipelining strategies, such as Pipedream [11, 12], GPipe [10],

and Pipemare [20] exhibit different memory footprints as

the order of micro-batches and when the pipeline is flushed,

varies. Another technique to further split the model to re-

duce memory requirements, and support parallel execution,

is called model parallelism, specifically tensor model paral-

lelism, where weights of a single operation are split across

devices [14, 34]. Training large models involves combining

some or all of these parallelization techniques. Pipeline and

model parallel training execute different parts of the model

across devices, thus is the focus of this work. As such, WHAM is
the first work to support architectural exploration for pipeline
parallel training through a combined architectural optimiza-
tion across pipeline stages.

2.3 Device placement for Distributed Execution
Device placement and determining the distribution strategy

is not the focus of this work, thus WHAM leverages existing

techniques to split a model in pipeline and model paral-

lel fashion. For pipeline parallel, while WHAM can support

complex techniques, such as reinforcement learning [35],

dynamic programming [36, 37], and randomized [34] search,

in this work, we evaluate WHAM using a memory-capacity-

based model partitioning scheme. For model parallel, which

is commonly employed for large language models, WHAM con-
siders the well established Megatron strategy [14]. Megatron

style model parallel splits the attention layer to reduce the

memory footprint per device. Overall, WHAM focuses on con-

ducting an accelerator architecture search independent of

the pipeline or tensor model scheme and device placement

strategies. Pipeline and tensor model parallel scheme and

device placement strategy are inputs to the search.

3 Architectural Search Parameters
An architectural template defines the realm of WHAM’s archi-
tecture search. This architectural template covers a wide va-

riety of machine learning accelerators from the literature [2–

4, 6, 22, 24, 38–40]. This template is based on fundamental

units commonly deployed for machine learning execution,

tensor core and vector core. Tensor cores are 2-D arrays of

Processing Engines (PEs), while vector cores consist of 1-D

arrays. Each PE carries out a scalar operation, and together

as a core, they can execute larger operations, such as con-

volutions, dot products etc. Each core in the computational

unit also has dedicated on-chip storage.

3.1 Architectural Template
To define WHAM’s architectural template, we look at the evolu-

tion of a well-established deep learning accelerator, TPU [24].

TPUv1 comprises a single 256 × 256 systolic array in a

chip with separate storage for activations and partial sums.

TPUv2 [26] is a training accelerator with a reduced systolic

array size of 128 × 128, and TPUv3 [41] is a dual-core chip

with each core having two 128× 128 systolic arrays for train-

ing. Although large systolic arrays providemore compute per

byte of High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) bandwidth, they

can be inefficient, as numerous workloads fail to fully utilize

the 256 × 256 systolic array, as demonstrated by Figure 2
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Figure 2. The per-layer utilization of tensor cores and vector

cores in Inception_v3 model using a single tensor (256 × 256)

and vector core (256 wide). The y-axis is capped at 50%.

Layers with fewer channels have lower utilization.

for Inception_v3. This observation leads to the fundamen-

tal question that WHAM explores: what are the appropriate

number of cores, size of each core, and number of cores per

computational unit for a single or set of machine learning

workloads?

WHAM’s architectural template encapsulates these search

parameters and builds on prior work [3, 22, 24, 38, 40, 42].

Figure 3 illustrates the micro-architecture of the template.

It consists of computational units, each containing at most

one Tensor Core (TC), one Vector Core (VC), or both, per-

forming dense computations. Each core’s inputs, outputs,

and activations are stored in the L2 SRAM. Activations are

stashed for the backward pass in the HBM. The scheduler

generates control signals to execute each operator through

the instruction dispatcher and FIFOs. A network-on-chip

manages data transfer between cores. Table 2 displays the

tunable parameters of this template, which accommodate a

wide range of architectures. Each architecture design point is

represented as: <#TC, TC-Dim, #VC, VC-Width>, indicating
the number of TCs, 2-dimensional size of the TC, number of

VCs, and 1-dimensional size of the VC, respectively. This flex-

ibility enables WHAM to explore designs based on the model’s

compute, memory, and dataflow requirements without being

limited to a specific family of accelerators.

Table 2. Architecture Configuration Parameters

Parameter Description Notation Range of Values
No. of Tensor Cores #TC 1 to 256

Tensor Core x dim TC_x 4 to 256

Tensor Core y dim TC_y 4 to 256

No. of Vector Cores #VC 1 to 256

Vector Core width VC_w 4 to 256

Despite using the template, the search space for train-

ing workloads is vast, determined by core dimensions, the

number of cores, operator schedules on the accelerator, and

exploration of hardware dataflow of individual operators on

a core. For example, for a moderately sized model like BERT-

Base on a single accelerator, the exhaustive search space is

on the order of ∼ 10
2300

, which is prohibitively expensive.

This search complexity is further complicated by distributed

training. To address this, WHAM refines the problem by itera-

tively searching for core dimensions and quantity. It employs

TC
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Figure 3. Architectural template. WHAM explores TC dimen-

sions, VC width, and number of TCs and VCs.

an intelligent pruner with a performance feedback loop for

the core dimensions to minimize the exploration. For core

quantity, critical path analysis determines the count based

on the parallizability and density of the training graph, as-

suming infinite resources and no area or power constraints.

WHAM allocates accelerator resources and scheduling to criti-

cal operators, significantly impacting the end-to-end metric.

These WHAM techniques are described in detail in the next

section.

4 Accelerator Search with WHAM
The search process for an accelerator in WHAM takes an archi-

tectural template and a training operator graph as input, as

illustrated in Figure 4. In deep learning, a model is defined

by a pre-set layout that comprises the number of layers, the

types of layers (e.g., convolutional, recurrent, dense, trans-

former), and the connections between them. The training

operator graph further breaks down these layers into individ-

ual dense computations occurring during the forward pass,

back-propagated backward pass, parameter update, and loss

function. Each computation in the operator graph is exe-

cuted on a specific type of hardware core, such as a tensor

core, a vector core, or occasionally both. In some instances,

operators like GEMM (executed on tensor core) and RELU

(executed on vector core) are fused to minimize data trans-

fer between off-chip HBM and on-chip memory [15, 43–45].

These fused operators execute on tensor and vector cores

simultaneously, enhancing efficiency and reducing latency.

The WHAM accelerator search tunes the architectural tem-

plate for the operator graph it hosts. This is either a model

partition for distributed training or the entire model for sin-

gle accelerator execution. The search determines core dimen-

sions and their quantity (represented as <#TC, TC-Dim, #VC,
VC-Width>), and establishes an effective operator schedule

that optimizes end-to-end training metrics. This schedule

efficiently utilizes on-chip resources and a tightly coupled

HBM.

4
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Figure 4. WHAM’s accelerator search takes an algorithmic

approach to prune the large search space for training.

To perform the search, the module 1 generates dimen-

sions (<TC-Dim, VC-Width>) starting with the largest con-

figuration that fits within the area constraint. For each di-

mension, the operator graph is annotated with the necessary

latencies used by the subsequent critical-path-based search.

Then, module 2 determines the number of cores (<#TC,
#VC>) best suited for the model by leveraging critical opera-

tors in the training graph and prioritizing cores and sched-

uling for those. This search takes advantage of the insight

that the backward pass in training mirrors the dataflow of

the forward pass, although with different operators. By re-

solving resource conflicts in the forward pass, WHAM’s search
can potentially mitigate conflicts in the backward pass.

To prune the search, WHAM does not explore all possible

core dimensions and select the best. Instead, the configu-

ration pruner uses performance feedback from previously

explored dimensions to determine early stopping.

4.1 Core Dimension Generator
The Dimension Generator iteratively generates <TC-Dim,
VC-Width> for Tensor Core Dimension and Vector Core

width, respectively. Starting with the largest architecture,

dimensions are decreased per iteration until convergence.

Following prior work, we use <256 × 256, 256> as the largest
design and explore dimensions in powers of 2 to accommo-

date common tensor shapes (batch size, sequence length,

hidden size, embedding width) in DNN models. However,

WHAM supports any step size. This module utilizes feedback

from previous searches to determine whether smaller con-

figurations need evaluation or if the search has concluded,

avoiding evaluation across all configurations. The configura-

tion pruner is detailed in Section 4.5 and Figure 6.

4.2 Architecture Estimator
For each <TC-Dim, VC-Width>, the Architecture Estima-

tor annotates the operator graph with essential information

from the critical-path-based search. Since each operator ex-

ecutes on one or both cores, only TC-Dim and VC-Width

are needed to determine this information. Each operator in

the graph, across forward and backward passes, is annotated

with the core type it executes on, latency for execution on

this core, and energy expended. The latency of each oper-

ator allows the rest of the flow to identify latency-critical

operators and assess if adding more cores of the required

type would resolve resource conflicts during execution.

We use established open-source tools like Timeloop [27]

and MAESTRO [28] to determine the latency of tensor core

operators. For other operators, such as vector and point-wise

operations, performance is modeled using a custom model

similar to prior work [15]. The operator latency accounts for

compute and data movements from HBM and on-chip memo-

ries. On-chip memory, denoted by <𝑇𝐶𝐿2−𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑀 ,𝑇𝐶𝐿1−𝑅𝐸𝐺>,
is determined based on TC-Dim and the dataflow employed

by Timeloop/MAESTRO mapping. The <𝑉𝐶𝐿2−𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑀> is

based on the VC-Width to ensure full vector core utilization.

To avoid stalls in the vector core, L2-SRAM is set according

to VC-Width. For energy estimations of each operator, we

leverage the established Accelergy [46] tool.

The Architecture Estimator feeds the annotated operator

graph with latencies and energy expended across forward

and backward operators to the critical-path-based search.

4.3 Critical Path-Based Search
WHAM is the first work to propose a critical-path-based ap-

proach for architecture search. This approach is an alter-

native to black-box optimizers or reinforcement learning.

The idea of using such critical path-based heuristics is that

training graphs can be large and require optimization across

co-located forward and backward operators. This search

technique leverages the insight that auto-grad in training

mirrors the forward pass dataflow to the backward pass,

where the backward operators correspond to partial deriva-

tives of forward operators. Based on this insight, the critical

path analyzer identifies latency-critical operators and checks

for resource conflicts. If conflicts are observed, the critical-

path-based heuristic adds the required core for that operator,

potentially resolving the conflict in both forward and back-

ward passes. The scheduler prioritizes critical operators, as

delaying them would reduce the training throughput. As

a first step, this module determines the theoretically best

possible latency and critical operators for each architectural

configuration, followed by the search algorithms.

Theoretical Best Latency and critical operators. For ev-
ery <TC-Dim, VC-Width>, WHAM uses operator estimates to

determine the theoretically best possible latency a graph

can achieve. As Soon As Possible (ASAP) scheduling pro-

vides the best latency for the operator graph’s forward and

backward passes. As Late as Possible (ALAP) scheduling

is also required to determine the critical path. Both ASAP

and ALAP schedules presume an infinite number of each

core type, as illustrated in Figure 5. ASAP scheduling fully

exploits parallelization within the graph by scheduling oper-

ators as soon as their predecessors are complete. In contrast,

ALAP schedules each operator as late as possible without

5
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operator executes with a unit cycle.

impacting the overall best latency. Operators with the same

ASAP and ALAP time are the most critical operators. These

operators do not have any slack in their scheduling window.

Critical-path guided Heuristics. For each core dimension,

WHAM employs heuristics for tuning the number of cores. It

takes as input the ASAP and ALAP schedules for each for-

ward and backward operator, critical operator information,

and a bound on the maximum number of cores required by

the training graph. These heuristics, called Mirror Conflict

Resolution (MCR), start with a single core of <TC-Dim, VC-
Width> and iteratively determine which core needs to be

added. Each iteration adds either one tensor or vector core

or an entirely new computational unit with both cores. The

criterion for adding a core is: operators are scheduled using

a greedy scheduler described below on the current number

of TCs and VCs; if a resource conflict causes a delay for an

operator beyond its slack in the ALAP schedule, the core

that executes the operator is added. Fused operators are exe-

cuted on a computational unit with both tensor and vector

cores. If adding the core/unit to the first conflict does not

violate area and power constraints, the change is finalized.

The iterative process of MCR builds on this change until an

addition is invalidated due to area and power constraints,

the architecture converges to the theoretical best possible

latency, or no operator is left with a conflict that causes the

time to cross the ALAP start time. The MCR heuristics are

shown in Algorithm 1.

The rationale behind this heuristic is two fold. First, if an

operator’s start time is beyond its ALAP schedule time, it

would undoubtedly increase the overall latency of the graph

execution. Second, the forward and backward pass operators

are arranged in a mirror dataflow; hence, resolving earlier

conflicts in the forward pass can potentially resolve conflicts

in the backward pass, significantly improving the throughput

of the overall training iteration.

Greedy Scheduler for Heuristics: The heuristics employs

a greedy scheduler through the algorithm. Operators are

scheduled greedily, meaning they are scheduled if all their

predecessors are completed and the required core is available.

Algorithm 1:Mirror Conflict Resolution Heuristics

Input:𝐺 (𝑉 , 𝐸 ) // Annotated Operator graph
Input: TC-Dim, VC-Width // Current config of the architecture
Input:𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 // Area and power constraints
Result: #𝑇𝐶, #𝑉𝐶
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 = <1, TC-Dim, 1, VC-Width> // Initialized with 1 core
𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑟 (𝐺, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 )
while 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ≠ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 do

foreach 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝐺 (𝑉 , 𝐸 ) do
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

if 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 )& 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 > 0

then
break

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

// Adding the necessary core and updating the configuration
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 =

𝐴𝑑𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 )
𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑟 (𝐺, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 )
if 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐼𝑠𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒 (𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ) then

return 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣

If two operators are ready but insufficient cores are avail-

able, the order is determined based on operator criticality.

The combination of ASAP/ALAP schedules defines the slack

for each operator’s start time. Operators with zero slack are

the most critical. For the remaining operators, higher slack

means lower priority, and vice versa. To reduce idle time, a

low-priority operator can be added before a critical opera-

tor when it doesn’t impact the critical operator’s start time.

As we traverse the graph, the order of operators within a

core/unit adhere to the dependencies in the graph. All the

operators within a single core/unit are executed in-order. De-

pendencies across units are maintained using a semaphore

block.

4.4 Integer Linear Programming Formulation
The heuristics search for the number of cores takes a de-

liberate approach towards prioritizing resources towards

critical operators. To offer formal guarantees of optimality

as an alternative to heuristics, we also formulate our search

of the number of cores as an ILP. ILP similar to the heuris-

tics is bounded by critical-path’s best latency as that is the

limitation of the model. Even with this bound, the integer

program is co-optimizing the # of cores and the schedule of

the operators, thus can take a non-trivial amount of time.

ProblemDefinition: Let𝐺 (𝑉 , 𝐸) denote the operator graph
with vertex set 𝑉 and edge set 𝐸. A 𝑣 denotes a single

vertex in 𝑉 and 𝑒 for a single directed edge in 𝐸. Δ𝑣 de-

notes the estimated latency of each operator 𝑣 . Possible

types of cores is denoted by 𝐶 , and in this work we assume

𝐶 = [𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒, 𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒]. However, our ILP formu-

lation works for any set𝐶 . For a core 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 , the variable 𝑥 (𝑐)
denotes the number of cores of type 𝑐 our solution uses, and

we assume that 𝑥 (𝑐) ≥ 1 by preprocessing the input. The
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function𝑀 : 𝑉 → 𝐶 gives a mapping of operators𝑉 to com-

putational core 𝐶; an operator 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 needs to be processed

on the core𝑀 (𝑣). Let 𝐴(𝑐), 𝑃 (𝑐) denote the area utilization
and power consumption of each unit of core 𝑐 , and let 𝐴, 𝑃

denote the total area and power constraints. We require that

the total area and power used by all computational cores

is at most 𝐴, 𝑃 . The main decision variables are 𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) , that
indicate when the operator 𝑣 is scheduled. We assume that

time is slotted and entire DAG can be feasibly scheduled in𝑇

time slots. We get an estimate of 𝑇 by doing a binary search.

For an operator 𝑣 , 𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) = 1 only if 𝑣 starts its execution

at time slot 𝑡 . If 𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) = 1, then it means that operator 𝑣 is

scheduled on core𝑀 (𝑣) in the contiguous set of time slots

between [𝑡, 𝑡 + Δ𝑣 − 1].
ILP Objectives: As we aim to minimize the training time,

area, and power, we formulate a multiple objective ILP.

• First objective minimizes the training iteration time

by tuning the number of cores. We formulate it as

follows:

minimize

∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑡 · 𝑦 (𝑣∗,𝑡 ) (1)

• Second objective minimizes the area and power con-

sumption whilst keeping it within the constraints.

minimize 𝑓 (𝑧) =
∑︁
𝑐

𝑥 (𝑐) · 𝐴(𝑐), 𝑓 (𝑝) =
∑︁
𝑐

𝑥 (𝑐) · 𝑃 (𝑐)

subject to 𝑓 (𝑧) ≤ 𝐴, 𝑓 (𝑝) ≤ 𝑃

(2)

ILP Constraints: The constraints ensure a valid schedule of
operators is obtained that respects the graph dependencies.

• First set of constraints enforce that each opera-

tor gets scheduled only once and is executed non-

preemptively.∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) = 1 ∀ 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (3)

• Next we enforce capacity constraints. We ensure that

the total number of operators that require computa-

tional core 𝑐 at any time 𝑡 is ≤ the tuned number of

computational cores.∑︁
𝑣∈𝑉 ,𝑀 (𝑣)=𝑐

𝑡∑︁
𝑡 ′=𝑡−(Δ𝑣−1)

𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ′ ) ≤ 𝑥 (𝑐) ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 (4)

Above constraint implies that if an operator 𝑣 has a

start time 𝑡 ′ (that is, 𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ′ ) = 1) then it would require

core𝑀 (𝑣) for the entire duration of [𝑡 ′, 𝑡 ′ + Δ𝑣 − 1].
• Finally, wewant the operators to be scheduled in order

of their precedence within the operator graph.∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑡 ·𝑦 (𝑣′,𝑡 )−
∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑡 ·𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) ≥ Δ𝑣 ∀ 𝑒 : (𝑣, 𝑣 ′) ∈ 𝐸, 𝑣 → 𝑣 ′ (5)

ILP Outputs: As output, the ILP provides the optimal num-

ber of cores and optimal schedule (variable 𝑥 (𝑐)) required
for the workload within the area and power constraints. We

obtain the optimal schedule from variable 𝑦 (𝑣,𝑡 ) of each op-

erator 𝑣 .

4.5 Architecture Configuration Pruner
For each configuration the dimension generator generates,

heuristics or ILP are executed to search for the number

of cores. Naively exploring every configuration is time-

consuming, so WHAM employs a novel pruner to reduce the

number of core dimensions explored. The design space is

represented as a binary tree, with the largest dimension at

the top level and the next level nodes representing dimen-

sions reduced by the step size. The pruner runs for each core

type while keeping the other core’s configuration constant.

Figure 6 shows this tree design space with top-level design

point as < 256 × 256 > and step-size of power of 2 for the

tensor core, and fixed vector core width. The pruner uses

a breadth-first algorithmic technique that prunes an entire

subtree if one child configuration is better than the parent

and the other is worse. To avoid selecting a local minimum,

a hysteresis level is applied only when all direct child core

dimensions perform worse than the parent node. In this case,

the children are evaluated for multiple sub-levels, and if all

these dimensions are worse than the original parent, the

entire subtree is pruned. This detailed pruning algorithm is

shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Configuration Pruner for Tensor Core

Input:𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚 // TC dimension range
Input:𝑉𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ // Vector core width for this pruning
Input: 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 // Step size to decrement the dimensions
Input: 𝐻𝑦𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 // Hysteresis level as input for the pruning
𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚) // Starting Config
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ (𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚,𝑉𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)
while𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≠ ∅ do

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚 = 𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒.𝑝𝑜𝑝 ( )
// Generates configs for the next level and ignores duplicates.
𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠 =

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑚 (𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 )
𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 =

𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ (𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠, 𝑉𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ) ;
if𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 ) < 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 then

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 )
𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝐺𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑠 (𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠 ) )

else if 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑦𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 ) then
𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑠 )

This technique is based on the insight that if a smaller

core dimension does not offer a better training metric than

the parent node, there is either insufficient parallelism in

the model’s operator graph to exploit or the model tensor

shapes are not aligned with the architecture configuration.

In either case, smaller configurations are not beneficial and

are pruned. The core dimension generator stops generating

new configurations when it reaches leaf configurations or

the entire subtree is pruned. Ultimately, WHAM’s search selects
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Figure 6. Architectural configuration pruning, each evalu-

ated core dimension executes the heuristics/ILP to determine

the # of cores.

the best architecture based on the training metric from all

explored configurations.

Search Space Comparisons. WHAM efficiently explores a

pruned set of core dimensions, searching for the number

of cores and scheduling space for a given operator graph.

Existing toolchains are used for per-operator dataflow explo-

ration [27, 28]. Table 3 compares the search space explored

with and without WHAM’s pruner for both heuristics and ILP,

excluding per-operator dataflow search complexity. The ta-

ble also compares against unconstrained exhaustive search,

where neither the pruner nor the critical path-based algo-

rithmic approach is employed.

Table 3. Search space comparisons, excluding per-operator

mapping.

Model Exhaustive ILP Heuristics
Unpruned Pruned Unpruned Pruned

MobileNet_v3 10
38

10
24

10
14

10
21

10
10

Inception_v3 10
39

10
25

10
14

10
22

10
12

ResNeXt-101 10
40

10
26

10
15

10
23

10
13

BERT-Large 10
40

10
26

10
16

10
23

10
13

WHAM significantly reduces the search space compared to

the exhaustive due to the critical path-based bounds, even

when using optimality-guaranteeing techniques like ILP. The

pruner eliminates dimensions that cannot offer higher bene-

fits due to graph properties, resulting in the same architec-

ture for both pruned and unpruned searches. Across various

models, the pruner reduces the search space by order of 10

compared to unpruned searches, decreasing WHAM’s conver-
gence time by 65% and 70% compared to unpruned heuristics

and ILP, respectively. Convergence time and quality of re-

sults are discussed in detail in Section 6.

4.6 WHAM-Common
WHAM search conducts architecture optimization for each

DNN. When optimizing for a set of workloads, the pruner

tracks a weighted average of the metric of interest. The al-

lows for homogeneity, targeting ASICs based on common

compute, data flow, and memory requirements of the work-

loads. In our evaluation, equal weight is assigned to each

workload.

5 Global Search for Accelerators
The Global Architecture Search module performs an opti-

mization to determine the architecture for a set or single

workload across the stages of distributed training.

Partitioning the model. Operator graph is partitioned us-

ing existing device placement techniques [34, 36, 37]. This

work specifically handles pipeline and model parallel split

which impact the operator graph that executes on each de-

vice. Data parallel is a replicated pipeline and hosts the same

graph across. As a proof of concept, WHAM includes a memory-

balanced splitter that partitions the graph based on HBM

capacity and memory requirements of training. Based on

user inputs such as pipeline training scheme (e.g., Gpipe or

Pipedream), pipeline depth, and batch size, along with model

properties such as parameter and activation size, the splitter

determines the memory footprint of training and partitions

the model. For model parallel, the per stage operator graphs

are based on Megatron style splits per device. The tensor

model parallel width is given as an input to the WHAM search.

Networking. Pipeline parallel training only requires acti-

vations to be transferred from one device to the next, and

WHAM accounts for the latency of data transfers across neigh-

boring accelerators via interconnects defined in the system

configuration. Model parallel requires collective operators

such as allreduce in forward and backward pass to collect

the intermediate results. Similar to prior works [34, 37], we

assume a homogeneous network where all devices commu-

nicate with each other. Hierarchical or multi-level network

topologies are not considered within the scope of this work.

5.1 Configuration Search using Top-k Designs
This search obtains top-k designs for each partition of the

operator graph per device using the search described in Sec-

tion 4. Selecting 𝑘 instead of a 1 design per stage as the top

design for a particular stage in the pipeline may not necessar-

ily yield a balanced pipeline, which is crucial for achieving

high throughput and utilization of the entire system. The

search for architectures for distributed training presents a

challenge in that each model has multiple designs to select

from, resulting in 𝑘 × 𝑠 architectures for an s pipeline depth

execution. When optimizing for a set of workloads, the num-

ber of architectures grows to 𝑘×𝑠×𝑚, where m is the number

of models. Evaluating every possible configuration and se-

lecting the best across models would be time-consuming. To

address this challenge, the global module employs a top-level

pruning policy similar to Configuration Pruner in Section 4.5.

This top-level pruner takes unique configurations from the

𝑘×𝑠×𝑚 designs to construct a search tree. Each configuration

comprises both the dimensionality and number of cores.

Each level in the tree contains designs of the same area, with

root node as the the smallest design. Evaluating smaller to

larger architectures ensures that larger configurations in

the lower levels of the tree that consume more energy but
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Figure 7. Convergence time comparison to search for a

global design in pipeline parallel training with a pipeline

depth of 32 and 𝑘 = 10.

do not offer better performance can be pruned. The pruner

eliminates sub-trees if a larger configuration is worse in

metric across all the models. Alternatively, if all children

are worse than the direct parent, subtrees are pruned once

the evaluation reaches the hysteresis level and all evaluated

child configurations are worse. As illustrated in Figure 7,

the pruned distributed search converges 2.5× faster than the

unpruned search, which evaluates all top-k configurations

across all the models.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Setup

Models: WHAM is evaluated across a diverse set of workloads,

such as Vision [47–51], Translation [52], and Language Mod-

eling [7–9]. Table 4 shows the details of models and their

training configurations. Additionally, we evaluated the per-

formance of WHAM for distributed training of language mod-

els.

Software Implementations: We use PyTorch-1.9 [53] to

obtain the operator graphs [54]. We use readily available

training scripts such as torch-vision for image classification,

GNMT [52] from NVIDIA [55], and language models from

huggingface [56]. WHAM is executed on an 8-core Intel Xeon

E5-2673 CPU with Haswell architecture and 28 GB DDR4

main memory. The ILP is solved using Gurobi [57]).

Performance Metric: WHAM optimizes for relevant training

metrics, such as throughput or energy efficiency. For effi-

ciency, as established by prior works, we use the correlated

Perf/TDP for efficiency [15, 58] due to the proprietary na-

ture of TCO. With throughput as the metric, WHAM designs
maximize end-to-end throughput within power and area con-

straints. With Perf/TDP, WHAM designs maximize Perf/TDP

while maintaining a user-specified minimum end-to-end

throughput.

6.2 Baselines
We compare WHAM against two types of baselines: prior search
frameworks ConfuciuX [17] and Spotlight [19] and estab-

lished hardware architectures for deep learning. This allows

the evaluation to establish both the efficacy of the search tech-

nique and the generated accelerators. All baselines assume

an HBM of 16 GB [26] and a bandwidth of 900 GB/s [41].

Table 4. DNN models and their training configurations.

Task Model Model Hyper Number of
Parameters Parameters Accelerators

Image

Classification

MobileNet_v3 [25] 24 M batch size: 128 1

ResNet-18 [49] 30 M batch size: 128 1

Inception_v3 [47] 43 M batch size: 64 1

ResNeXt-101 [50] 87 M batch size: 16 1

VGG-16 [51] 141 M batch size: 64 1

Translation GNMT-4 [52] 70 M

batch size:128

1

hidden size: 512

Language

Modeling

BERT-Base [9] 110 M

batch size: 4

1

sequence length: 512

BERT-Large [9] 340 M

batch size: 8

1

sequence length: 128

batch size: 1/32

1/32

sequence length: 512

OPT [8] 1.3 B

batch size: 32

32num layers: 24

attention heads: 32

GPT2 (XL) [7] 1.5 B

batch size: 32

32sequence length: 512

attention modules: 48

GPT3 [59]

175 B

batch size: 4

64sequence length: 2048

num layers: 96

attention heads: 96

Prior Frameworks. WHAM is the first framework to explore

the design space for training. To compare with other ap-

proaches, we extend two state-of-the-art frameworks, Confu-

ciuX and Spotlight, to incorporate training.While ConfuciuX

and Spotlight perform search over forward pass (inference)

for GEMM and Convolution operators, using reinforcement

learning and Bayesian optimization, respectively, we extend

these frameworks, ConfuciuX+ and Spotlight+, to sup-

port backward pass and weight update pass for all GEMM

and Convolution operators. ConfuciuX+ selects the largest

configuration across forward, backward, and weight update

passes similar to its original version. In contrast, Spotlight+

optimizes for architecture for the backward pass and weight

update pass, in addition to the forward pass. To consider the

point-wise vector operations ignored by both frameworks,

we use the same vector core width as suggested by the frame-

work for the tensor core.

Comparison against hand-optimized accelerators:We

assess WHAM against hand-designed accelerators, specifically

TPUv2-like [26] and NVDLA-like [38] designs, including

their corresponding dataflows. We use a scaled-up version of

NVDLA to incorporate training. This design has one 256×256
tensor core and one 256 wide vector core (<1, 256 × 256,
1, 256>). TPUv2 [26] contains 2 computational units, each

having tensor core with 128 × 128 systolic array and 128

wide vector core (<2, 128 × 128, 2, 128>).
Compiler and runtime optimizations. Both WHAM and

baselines use common compilation and runtime techniques

in deep learning. Op-fusion is applied when a convolution or

GEMMoperator is followed by an activation function [43, 44]

to reduce data movement across the memory subsystem.

Additionally, runtime data reuse allows in-flight and ready-

to-schedule operators to share intermediate results, reducing

costly round trips to HBM as data is directly consumed on

the chip.
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Table 5. Per accelerator architecture comparison. WHAM ar-
chitectures with Heuristics are optimized for throughput. De-
signs are represented as < # TC, TC-DIM, # VC, VC-Width >.

Model ConfuciuX+ Spotlight+
WHAM

L2 SRAM Individual Common
MobileNet_v3

<
1
,2
5
6
×
2
5
6
,1
,2
5
6
>

L
2
S
R
A
M

:
3
2
M
B

< 1, 12 × 512, 1, 12 > 8 MB < 1, 256 × 128, 1, 256 >
<
3
,1
2
8
×
1
2
8
,3
,1
2
8
>

L
2
S
R
A
M

:
1
6
M
B

ResNet-18 < 1, 256 × 240, 1, 256 > 18 MB < 2, 128 × 64, 2, 128 >

Inception_v3 < 1, 128 × 446, 1, 128 > 8 MB < 4, 128 × 64, 4, 128 >

ResNeXt-101 < 1, 244 × 256, 1, 244 > 6 MB < 2, 128 × 64, 2, 128 >

VGG-16 < 1, 128 × 264, 1, 128 > 32 MB < 1, 256 × 128, 1, 256 >

GNMT-4 < 1, 60 × 896, 1, 60 > 8 MB < 3, 128 × 64, 3, 128 >

BERT-Base < 1, 64 × 552, 1, 64 > 8 MB < 3, 128 × 64, 3, 128 >

BERT-Large < 1, 64 × 960, 1, 64 > 8 MB < 3, 128 × 64, 3, 128 >

6.3 Results for Individual Accelerator Search
WHAM can configure for either throughput or Perf/TDP. For
each metric, it can search for a configuration specific to a

single workload, WHAM-individual, or a common configura-

tion that works for a set of workloads, WHAM-common. Larger

workloads OPT, GPT2-XL and GPT3, are only evaluated for

distributed training.

Convergence Time. Figure 8 compares the convergence

time of WHAM ILP and heuristics against prior frameworks,

ConfuciuX+ and Spotlight+. We run WHAM and prior frame-

works for 500 iterations and compare their wall clock times.

On average, WHAM converges 174× and 31× faster than Confu-

ciuX+ and Spotlight+, respectively. This is because WHAM em-

ploys a novel algorithmic technique that deliberately reduces

the search space using the pruner and the critical-path-based

approach. In contrast, prior approaches use reinforcement

learning, genetic algorithm, and Bayesian optimization tech-

niques and scale the problem proportional to the problem

size.

For ConfuciuX+, the RL converges to a local minima rela-

tively quickly, while the genetic algorithm takes a long time

to fine-tune the minima. Spotlight+ reduces the search space

by removing duplicate problem dimensions in a DNN graph

and thus converges faster, especially for language models

with replicated transformer layers. However, Spotlight+ does

not prune the architectural search space like WHAM. We ob-

served that the ILP in WHAM could not converge within seven

days for a single iteration of architectural configuration for

language and translation models due to the large size of the

DNN graph.

Architecture comparison with Throughput as Metric.
Table 5 shows the architectures proposed by each framework

and WHAM. Tensor Core L1-reg has a size of 512 Bytes while
vector core and tensor core L2-SRAM sizes are shown in the

table. Figure 9 presents the throughput improvement of WHAM-
individual and -common over prior frameworks and hand-

optimized accelerators with throughput as the optimization

metric. WHAM-individual is compared against ConfuciuX+ and

Spotlight+ generated architectures and TPUv2 and NVDLA

to WHAM-common.

On average, WHAM-individual provides 20× and 12×
throughput improvement over ConfuciuX+ and Spotlight+,

respectively. ConfuciuX+ and Spotlight+ generated configu-

rations are inefficient mainly due to the large training design

space. Due to their search techniques, they fail to converge

on a design suitable across forward, backward and parameter

update pass and mostly rely on the biggest configuration to

accommodate the training complexities.

The WHAM-common design addresses the needs of all the

evaluated workloads, and offers 2× and 12% higher through-

put over NVDLA and TPUv2, respectively. The reason for

these benefits is the improved utilization of the cores and

the exploited concurrency across operators, allowing them

to be scheduled in parallel over multiple cores. For example,

in the BERT model, the QKV projection in each encoder

layer can be executed in parallel across three tensor cores,

which justifies the architectural configuration for this model.

For BERT-Base and BERT-Large models, such parallelism is

the source of up to 53% of performance improvement over

the TPUv2 baseline. For workloads without any branching

structure (MobileNet_v3, VGG-16, etc.), the main source of

performance improvement is better utilization of the core.

WHAM-individual, however, can offer 2× and 15% higher bene-

fits in comparison to NVDLA and TPUv2, respectively. These

configurations are specialized for a single model and employ

model-specific spatial unrolling of the output and input fea-

ture interactions across tensor core dimensions.

Architecture comparison with Perf/TDP as Metric. Fig-
ure 10 shows the Perf/TDP benefits of WHAM’s proposed ar-

chitecture compared to TPUv2 like design. WHAM optimizes

for Perf/TDP with a throughput constraint of TPUv2. While

designs generated by ConfuciuX+, Spotlight+, and NVDLA

are not compared in the Figure due to their focus on latency-

bound inference, it is worth noting that both WHAM-common

and WHAM-individual provide orders of magnitude higher

Perf/TDP than all these designs. This is because these frame-

works heavily optimize for tensor-core only operators and

often select the largest design, leading to low utilization

but high energy. In contrast, WHAM deliberately optimizes

for training and considers a metric of interest. Compared to

TPUv2, WHAM-common provides 19% better Perf/TDP than

TPUv2, because two cores do not limit it and can exploit op-

erator concurrency beyond two for many models. For certain
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Figure 11. Throughput comparison of WHAM designs for

pipeline parallel training compared to TPUv2, optimized

for throughput.

models, WHAM-individual does not offer any higher benefits

as models exhibit little to no branching.

6.4 Global Search for Distributed Training
This section compares the architectures generated across

LLMs for pipeline and model parallel execution.

Pipeline parallel training.We compare global search re-

sults across various generated designs: WHAM-common, a com-

mon architecture across pipeline stages addressing all mod-

els, WHAM-individual is tailored to each model but homoge-

neous across its pipeline, and WHAM-mosaic top-1 design for

each stage in the pipeline for every model, resulting in a

heterogeneous pipeline. Our results are presented using a

pipeline depth of 32, GPipe [10] pipeline strategy, and acti-

vation stashing.

Architecture comparison with Throughput as a Met-
ric. Figure 11 compares the training throughput of the WHAM
optimized accelerator with the TPUv2 accelerator, the best-

performing baseline. On average, we observe a throughput

improvement of 17%, 22%, and 23% for the Common, Indi-

vidual, and Mosaic configurations, respectively, compared

to TPUv2. Among the generated designs, WHAM-individual
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Figure 12. Perf/TDP comparison for pipeline parallel train-

ing with WHAM designs compared to TPUv2 and optimized

for Perf/TDP. Normalized to TPUv2 TMP-1, PP-64.

provides the most significant benefit because it is specific

to each model. Language models have repeated transformer

layers, resulting in similar dataflow properties across model

partitions. As a result, WHAM-individual can capture a com-

mon design across those stages to cater to those properties.

This is also why WHAM-mosaic’s heterogeneity only provides

modest benefits over WHAM-individual.

Architecture comparison with Perf/TDP as a Metric.
Figure 12 compares Perf/TDP achieved by WHAM generated
designs when optimized for this metric and the minimum

throughput of the TPUv2 like architecture. On average, the

configurations generated by WHAM exhibit a Perf/TDP im-

provement of 1.6×, 8.1×, and 2.0× for the Common, Individ-

ual, and Mosaic configurations, respectively, compared to

TPUv2 design. It is important to note that when optimiz-

ing for Perf/TDP, the top-1 architecture optimized for each

pipeline stage, WHAM-Mosaic, may not yield a better end-to-

end metric. This is because each pipeline stage chooses the

best architecture for its own stage, but due to the bottle-

neck stage, it may not contribute to higher throughput while

consuming more energy due to the larger area. In contrast,

WHAM-individual considers all pipeline stages to accommo-

date the end-to-end metric and can generate a homogeneous

architecture that provides better Perf/TDP. Its worth noting

that WHAM-common must be generalized across workloads.

Model and Pipeline Parallel Training. To address train-

ing of large models, model parallelism (TMP) is used with

pipeline parallelism. Although our evaluation explores archi-

tectures for Megatron-style split, we can support any TMP or

pipeline parallel strategy by obtaining the corresponding op-

erator graph that resides on each device. Figure 13 illustrates

the throughput improvements achieved by WHAM configura-
tions compared to TPUv2 like design, as TMP scales from
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tensor model (TMP) and pipeline parallel configurations,

when using WHAM designs, in contrast to TPUv2. The total

devices is 64.

1 to 8. The total number of devices involved in training is

64. WHAM proposed architecture provides 2× throughput im-

provement over TPUv2 architecture with TMP and pipeline

parallelism of 8. As all the stages in GPT3 are uniform due

to the model structure, WHAM individual and mosiac results

are identical.

Top-k hyper-parameter search. We sweep the top-k

hyper-parameter generated for each pipeline stage across

three LLMs to determine the optimal value for distributed

pipeline parallel training. As Figure 14 shows, naively select-

ing the top-1 design does not always yield the best metric,

however, we observe diminishing returns as the Perf/TDP

improvements saturate after 𝑘 = 10.
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Figure 14. Top-k hyper-parameter sweep, and its impact on

Perf/TDP for WHAM-Common (all results compared to TPUv2).

7 Related Work
7.1 Architectural Search Frameworks
Comprehensive architectural search techniques for deep

learning are currently only focused on inference [15–19].

FAST [15] maps operators to Tensor and Vector cores for

inference accelerators, using a black box optimizer [30] that

generates the search hyperparameters. It aims to utilize the

extra global buffermemory for subsequent operators through

fusion. However, in training, intermediate activations must

be stashed for the backward pass, thus the extra memory

might not be available for this optimization. PRIME [16] is

an offline approach devised for inference that utilizes logged

simulation data, to architect hardware accelerators without

requiring new simulations. PRIME creates a cost function

through a surrogate model but does not address how to gen-

eralize a single cost function for the forward, backward, and

parameter update passes required in training. Spotlight [19]

searches the HW/SW co-design space by injecting hand-

provided domain information formulated as a Bayesian op-

timization. Spotlight optimizes for layer-wise tensor core

cost estimation targeting inference. ConfuciuX [17] targets

only inference and employs reinforcement learning and ge-

netic algorithms to determine the number of PEs and local

buffer size without considering vector operations. It opti-

mizes per layer and selects the largest design across layers

for end-to-end inference execution.

Other works in this area [4, 6, 18, 29, 32] provide HW/SW

solutions for dense tensor computation. Apollo [31] uses

transfer learning, FlexiBO [60] and HASCO [18] apply

Bayesian optimization, HyperMapper [61] employs random

forests, and others utilize genetic algorithms [62] for design

space exploration. dMazeRunner [63] and ZigZag [64] focus

mainly on large software design spaces. Design Space Explo-

ration for recommendation models training [65–68] involves

embedding exploration while federated learning [69] also

benefits from DSE on each device.

In contrast, WHAM prioritizes training, which necessitates

hardware accelerator optimized across forward, backward,

and weight update passes. Furthermore, none of the men-

tioned works address distributed execution, whereas WHAM
performs architecture search for pipeline parallel training.

7.2 Mapping Frameworks
Various mapping search frameworks [27, 70–72] determine

data movement and compute placement across a design for

a fixed architecture. Marvel [70] optimizes dataflow for an

architecture by reducing off-chip movements. Timeloop [27]

employs random pruning to find the mapping for sin-

gle operations (GEMM or CONV). MindMapping [71] is a

gradient-based search method for mapping search explo-

ration. GAMMA [72] uses a genetic algorithm to develop an

optimized mapping for a given layer.

In contrast, WHAM aims to identify the architecture design

while considering dataflow. To optimize the architecture for

training, WHAM utilizes existing open-source dataflow map-

ping search techniques for deep learning operations. It can

integrate with any dataflow search framework for its archi-

tecture search.

8 Conclusion
WHAM is the first work to perform architecture search for hard-

ware accelerators in a pipeline and model parallel setting.

This is an important problem as models are becoming larger

and require multiple accelerators. WHAM solves this problem
via a multi-step approach. The distributed search performs

multiple isolated searches for an accelerator executing the

model partition. Each individual accelerator, the search takes

a critical-path based algorithmic approach to determine the

number of cores and buffers for each type. WHAM then ob-

tains the top-k designs for each accelerator and combines

the results to determine the architectural configuration for

a distributed setting. This enables WHAM to scale for training

and search for accelerators across across a wide range of

DNN workloads.
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